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Abstract
Recovering from attacks in an interconnected system is difficult, because an adversary that gains access to one part of the system may propagate to many others, and tracking down and recovering from such an attack requires significant manual effort. Web services are an important example of an interconnected system, as they are increasingly using protocols such as OAuth and REST APIs to integrate with one another. This paper presents Aire, an intrusion recovery system for such web services. Aire addresses several challenges, such as propagating repair across services when some servers may be unavailable, and providing appropriate consistency guarantees when not all servers have been repaired yet. Experimental results show that Aire can recover from four realistic attacks, including one modeled after a recent Facebook OAuth vulnerability; that porting existing applications to Aire requires little effort; and that Aire imposes a 19–30% CPU overhead and 6–9 KB/request storage cost for Askbot, an existing web application.

1 Introduction
In an interconnected system, such as today’s web services, attacks that compromise one component may be able to spread to other parts of the system, making it difficult to recover from an intrusion. For example, consider a small company that relies on a customer management web service (such as Salesforce) and an employee management web service (such as Workday) to conduct business, and uses a centralized access control web service to manage permissions across all of its services. The servers of these web services interact with each other on the company’s behalf, to synchronize permissions, update customer records, and so on. If an attacker exploits a bug in the access control service, she could give herself write access to the employee management service, use these new-found privileges to make unauthorized changes to employee data, and corrupt other services. Manually recovering from such an intrusion requires significant effort to track down what services were affected by the attack and what changes were made by the attacker.

Many web services interact with one another using protocols such as OAuth [3], REST, or other APIs [12, 14, 22, 23], and several recent vulnerabilities in real web services [9–11, 13, 20] could be used to launch attacks like the one just described. For example, a recent Facebook OAuth vulnerability [9] allowed an attacker to obtain a fully privileged OAuth token for any user, as long as the user mistakenly followed a link supplied by the attacker; the attacker could have used this token to corrupt the user’s Facebook data. If other applications accessed that user’s data on Facebook, the attack would have spread even further. So far, we do not know of serious attacks that have exploited such vulnerabilities, perhaps because interconnected web services are relatively new. However, we believe that it is only a matter of time until attacks on interconnected web services emerge.

This paper takes the first steps toward automating recovery from such attacks. We identify the challenges that must be addressed to make recovery practical, and present the design and implementation of Aire, a system for recovering from intrusions in a large class of loosely coupled web services, such as Facebook, Google Docs, Dropbox, and Amazon S3.

Aire works as follows. Each web service that wishes to support recovery runs Aire on its servers. During normal operation, Aire logs information about the service’s execution, as well as requests received from and sent to other services, thus tracking dependencies across services. When an administrator of a service learns of a compromise, he invokes Aire on the service, and asks Aire to cancel the attacker’s request. Aire repairs the local state of the service using selective re-execution [7, 15], and propagates repair to other web services that may have been affected, so they can recover in turn, until all affected services are repaired. In addition to recovering from attacks, Aire can similarly help recover from user or administrator mistakes.
Aire’s contribution over past work [7, 16] is in addressing three main challenges faced by intrusion recovery across web services:

Decentralized, asynchronous repair (§3). One possible design for a recovery system is to have a central repair coordinator that repairs all the services affected by an attack. However, this raises two issues. First, web services do not have a strict hierarchy of trust and so there is no single system that can be trusted to orchestrate repair across multiple services. Second, during repair, some services affected by an attack may be down, unreachable, or otherwise unavailable. Waiting for all services to be online in order to perform repair would be impractical and might unnecessarily delay recovery in services that are already online. Worse yet, an adversary might purposely add her own server to the list of services affected by an attack, in order to prevent timely recovery.

Aire solves these issues with two ideas. First, to avoid services having to trust a central repair coordinator, Aire performs decentralized repair: Aire defines a repair protocol that allows services to invoke repair on their past requests to other services, as well as their past responses to requests from other services. Second, to repair services after an intrusion without waiting for unavailable services, Aire performs asynchronous repair: a service repairs its local state as soon as it is asked to perform a repair, and if any past requests or responses are affected, it queues a repair message for other services, which can be processed when those services become available.

While Aire’s repair infrastructure takes care of many issues raised by intrusion recovery, there are two remaining challenges that require application-specific changes to support repair:

Repair access control (§4). Repair operations themselves can be a security vulnerability, and an application must ensure that Aire’s repair protocol does not give attackers new ways to subvert a web service. To this end, Aire provides an interface for applications to specify access control policies for every repair invocation.

Reasoning about partially repaired states (§5). With Aire’s asynchronous repair, some services affected by an attack could be already repaired, while others might not have received or processed their repair messages yet. Such a partially repaired state could appear inconsistent to clients or other services, and lead to unexpected application behavior. To help developers handle partially repaired states in their applications, we propose the following contract: repair should be indistinguishable from concurrent requests issued by some client on the present state of the system. This contract largely reduces the problem of dealing with partially repaired states to the existing problem of dealing with concurrent clients, which many web application developers already have to reason about.

To evaluate Aire’s design, we implemented a prototype of Aire for Django-based web applications. We ported three existing web applications to Aire: an open-source clone of StackOverflow called Askbot [1], a Pastebin-like application called Dpaste, and a Django-based OAuth service. We also developed our own shared spreadsheet application. In all cases, Aire required minimal changes to the application source code.

As there are no known attacks that propagate through interconnected web services in the wild, we construct four realistic intrusions that involve the above web applications, including a scenario inspired by the recent Facebook OAuth vulnerability, and demonstrate that Aire can recover from them. We also show that Aire can recover a subset of services from attack even when others are unavailable. Porting an application to Aire required changing under 100 lines of server-side code for the applications mentioned above. Supporting partial repair can require changing the API of a service; the most common example that we found is adding branches to a versioning API. Finally, we show that Aire’s performance costs are moderate, amounting to a 19–30% CPU overhead and 6–9 KB/request storage cost in the case of Askbot.

2 Overview

Aire’s goal is to undo the effects of an unwanted operation (specified by some user or administrator) that propagated through Aire-enabled services, which means producing a state that is consistent with the attack never having taken place. Aire expects that the user or administrator will pinpoint the unwanted operation (e.g., the initial intrusion into the system) to initiate recovery. In practice, the user or administrator will probably use some combination of auditing, intrusion detection, and analysis [17, 18] to find the initial intrusion point.

Aire assumes that each service exposes an API which defines a set of operations that can be performed on it, and that services and clients interact only via these operations; they cannot directly access each other’s internal state. This model is commonplace in today’s web services, such as Amazon S3, Facebook, Google Docs, and Dropbox. Under this model, an attack is an API operation that exploits a vulnerability or misconfiguration in a service and causes undesirable changes to the service’s state. These state changes can propagate to other services, either as a result of this service invoking operations on other services or vice-versa. Aire aims to undo both the initial changes to the service state, as well as any changes propagated to other services.

On each individual service, Aire repairs the local state in a manner similar to the Warp intrusion recovery sys-
tem [7], by rolling back the database state affected by the attack and re-executing past requests to the service that were affected by the attack. If during local repair Aire determines that requests or responses to other services might have been affected, Aire asynchronously sends repair messages to those services. Each repair message specifies which request or response was affected by repair, and includes a corrected version of the request or response. When a service receives a repair message, Aire initiates local recovery, after checking permissions for the repair message. Once repair messages propagate to all affected services, the attack’s effects will be removed from the entire system. However, even before repair messages propagate everywhere, applications that are already online can repair their local state.

With API-level repair, Aire can recover from attacks that exploit misconfigurations of a service or vulnerabilities in a service’s code, and from accidental user mistakes. This includes several scenarios, such as the ones described in §1, but does not include attacks on the OS kernel or the Aire runtime itself.

In the rest of this section we review Warp and present Aire’s system architecture and assumptions.

2.1 Review of Warp

Aire’s recovery of a service’s local state is inspired by Warp [7]. This section provides a brief summary of Warp’s design, and its rollback-redo approach to recovery, as it relates to Aire. Much as in Aire, an administrator of a Warp system initiates recovery by specifying an attack request to undo.

During normal execution of a web application, Warp builds up a repair log that will be used to recover from attacks. In particular, Warp records HTTP requests and their responses, and database queries issued by each request and their results. Warp also maintains a versioned database that stores all updates to every database row.

Given the above recorded information, Warp recovers from an attack as follows. First, Warp rolls back the database rows modified by the attack request to the request’s original execution time. Second, Warp uses its logs to identify database queries that might have read the rows affected by the attack, or queries that might have modified the rows that have been rolled back, and re-executes the corresponding requests (except for the attack request, which is skipped). For each re-executed request, Warp rolls back the database rows accessed by that request to the time of the request’s original execution, and applies the same algorithm to find other requests that might have been indirectly affected. This algorithm finishes after it has re-executed all requests affected by the attack, thereby reverting all of the attack’s effects.

2.2 Aire architecture

Figure 1 provides an overview of Aire’s overall design. Every web service that supports repair through Aire runs an Aire repair controller, whose design is inspired by Warp [7]. The repair controller maintains a repair log during normal operation by intercepting the original service’s requests, responses, and database accesses. The repair controller also performs repair operations as requested by users, administrators, or other web services, by rolling back affected state and re-executing affected requests.

In order to be able to repair interactions between services, Aire intercepts all HTTP requests and responses to and from the local system. Repairing requests or responses later on requires being able to name them; to this end, Aire assigns an identifier to every request and response, and includes that identifier in an HTTP header. The remote system, if it is running Aire, records this identifier for future use if it needs to repair the corresponding request or response.

During repair, if Aire determines that the local system sent an incorrect request or response to another service, it computes the correct request or response, and sends it along with the corresponding ID to the other service. Aire’s repair messages are implemented as just another API on top of HTTP (with one special case, when a server needs to get in touch with a past client). Aire supports four kinds of operations in its repair API. The two most common repair operations involve replacing either a request or response with a different payload. Two other operations arise when Aire determines that the local service should never have issued a request in the first place, or that it should have issued a request while none was originally performed; in these cases, Aire asks the remote service to either cancel a past request altogether, or to create a new request.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command and parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>replace (request_id, new_request)</td>
<td>Replaces past request with new data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delete (request_id)</td>
<td>Deletes past request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>create (request_data, before_id, after_id)</td>
<td>Executes new request in the past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replace_response (response_id, new_response)</td>
<td>Replaces past response with new data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The repair protocol between Aire servers.

When repairing a request, Aire updates its repair log
and versioned database, just like it does during normal
operation, so that a future repair can perform recovery on
an already repaired request. This is important because
asynchronous repair can cause a request to be repaired
several times as repair propagates through all the affected
services.

Aire must control who can issue repair operations, to
ensure that clients or other web services cannot make
unauthorized changes via the repair interface. Aire dele-
gates this access control decision to the original service, as
access control policies can be service-specific: for
example, a service might require a stronger form of au-
thentication (e.g., Google’s two-step authentication) when
a client issues a repair operation than when it issues a nor-
mal operation; or a platform such as Facebook might
block repair requests from a third-party application if the
application is attempting to modify the profile of a user
that has since uninstalled that application.

In some cases, appropriate credentials for issuing a re-
pair operation on another web service may be unavailable.
For example, Aire on a service A may need to repair a
request it previously issued on behalf of a specific user
to a remote service B; however, if A no longer has the
user’s credentials to B, it cannot invoke repair on B. Aire
treats this situation as if service B is not available, and
queues the repair on A for later. Once the user logs in
to A and provides credentials for B, A can use the user’s
credentials to propagate repair.

2.3 Assumptions

To perform repair, Aire makes several assumptions.

First, Aire assumes that each service’s web software
stack is in the trusted computing base. This includes the
OS, the language runtime, the database server, and the
application framework (such as Rails or Django) that the
service operates on. Aire cannot recover from an attack
that compromises these system components.

Second, Aire’s repair propagation assumes that the ser-
cices and clients affected by an attack are running Aire.
If some client or service does not run Aire, then Aire will
not be able to repair the effects of the attack on that client
or service (and any other clients and services to which the
attack spread from there). If a service cannot propagate
repair to another machine, Aire notifies the service’s ad-
nistrator of the repair that cannot be propagated, so that
the administrator can take remedial action (e.g., manual
recovery).

As a corollary, Aire assumes that attacks do not propa-
gate through Web browsers, as our current Aire prototype
does not support browser clients, and hence cannot track
or repair from attacks that spread through users’ browsers.
It may be possible to add repair for browsers in a manner
similar to Warp’s shadow browser [7].

Finally, Aire assumes that each service has an appro-
priate access control policy that denies access to unau-
thorized clients requesting repair, and that each service
and its clients support partially repaired states. If the for-
mer assumption does not hold, attackers would be able
to use repair to make unauthorized changes to a service.
If the latter assumption is broken, clients may behave
incorrectly due to inconsistencies between services.

3 Distributed repair

The next three sections delve into the details of Aire’s
design. This section describes Aire’s asynchronous repair
protocol, §4 focuses on permission checking for repair
messages between services, and §5 discusses how applica-
tions can handle partially repaired states that arise during
asynchronous repair.

3.1 Repair protocol

Each Aire-enabled web service exports a repair interface
that its clients (including other Aire-enabled web services)
can use to initiate repair on it. Aire’s repair interface is
summarized in Table 1.

Aire’s repair begins when some client (either a user
or administrator, or another web service) determines that
there was a problem with a past request, or that it incor-
crectly missed issuing a past request. The client initiates
repair on the corresponding service by using the replace
or delete operations to fix the past request, or by using
the create operation to create a new request in the past.
Sometimes, a past response of a service is incorrect, in
which case the service initiates repair on the correspond-
ing client using the replace_response operation. We
now describe these operations in more detail.

Repairing previous requests. The simplest operation
is replace, which allows a client to indicate that a past re-
quest (named by its request_id) was incorrect, and should
be replaced with new_request instead. The new request
contains the corrected version of the arguments that were
originally provided to the original request, including the URL, HTTP headers, query parameters, etc. When Aire’s controller performs a replace operation, it repairs the local state to be as if the newly supplied request happened instead of the original request. If other requests or responses turn out to be affected by this repair, Aire queues appropriate repair API calls for other services.

The delete operation is similar to replace, but it is used when a client determines that it should not have issued some request at all. In this case, delete instructs the Aire repair controller to eliminate all side-effects of the request named by request_id.

Creating new requests. Sometimes, repair requires adding a new request “in the past.” For example, if an administrator forgot to remove a user from an access control list when he should have been removed, one way to recover from this mistake is to add a new request at the right time in the past to remove the user from the access control list. The create call allows for this scenario.

One challenge with create is in specifying the time at which the request should execute. Different web services do not share a global timeline, so the client cannot specify a single timestamp that is meaningful to both the client and the service. Instead, the client specifies the time for the newly created request relative to other messages it exchanged with the service in the past. To do this, the client first identifies the local timestamp at which it wishes the created request to execute; then it identifies its last request before this timestamp and the first request after this timestamp that it exchanged with the service, and instructs the service to run the created request at a time between these two requests. The before_id and after_id parameters to the create call name these two requests.

The above scheme is not complete: it allows the client to specify the order of the new request with respect to past requests the client exchanged with the service executing the new request, but it does not allow the client to specify ordering with respect to arbitrary messages in the system. More general ordering constraints would require services to exchange large vector timestamps or dependency chains, which could be costly. As we have not yet found a need for it, we have not incorporated it into Aire’s design.

Repairing responses. The replace_response operation allows a server to indicate that a past response to a client, named by its response_id, was incorrect, and to supply a corrected version of the response in new_response.

In web services, clients initiate communication to the server. However, to invoke a replace_response on a client, the service needs to initiate communication to the client. This raises two issues. First, the server needs to know where to send the replace_response call for a client. To address this issue, Aire associates a notifier URL with each request; if the server wants to contact the client to repair the response, it sends a request to the associated notifier URL.

Second, once a client gets a replace_response call from a service, it needs to authenticate the service. During normal operation, as the client initiates communication, it typically authenticates the server by communicating with it over TLS (which verifies the server’s X.509 certificate). To allow the client to use the same authentication mechanism during repair, the service sends only a response repair token to the client’s notifier URL, instead of the entire replace_response call; when a client receives a response repair token, it contacts the server and asks the server to provide the replace_response call for that token. This way, the client can appropriately authenticate the server, by validating its X.509 certificate.

Integrating Aire with HTTP. In order to name requests and responses during subsequent repair operations, Aire must assign a name to every one of them. To do this, Aire interposes on all HTTP requests and responses during normal operation, and adds headers specifying a unique identifier that will be used to name every request.

To ensure these identifiers uniquely name a request (or response) on a particular server, Aire assigns the identifier on the service handling the request (or receiving the response); it becomes the responsibility of the other party to remember this identifier for future repair operations. Specifically, Aire adds an Aire-Response-Id: header to every HTTP request issued from a web service; this identifier will name the corresponding response. The server receiving this request will store the response identifier, and will use it later if the response must be repaired. Conversely, Aire adds an Aire-Request-Id: header to every HTTP response produced by a web service; this identifier assigns a name to the HTTP request that triggered this response. A client can use this identifier to refer to the corresponding request during subsequent repair. Aire also adds an Aire-Notifier-URL: header to every issued request.

To make it easier for clients to use Aire’s repair interface, Aire’s repair API encodes the request being repaired (e.g., new_request for replace) in the same way as the web service would normally encode this request. The type of repair operation being performed (e.g., replace or delete) is sent in an Aire-Repair: HTTP header, and the request_id being repaired is sent in an Aire-Request-Id: header. Thus, to fix a previous request, the client simply issues the corrected version of the request as it normally would, and adds the Aire-Repair: replace and Aire-Request-Id: headers to indicate that this request should replace a past operation. In addition to requiring relatively few changes to client code,
As part of local repair of a service, Aire re-executes API operations that were affected by the attack. It is possible that one of these operations will execute differently due to repair, and issue a new HTTP request that it did not issue during the original execution. In that case, Aire must issue a create repair call to the corresponding web service, in order to create a new request “in the past.” Re-execution can also cause the arguments of a previously issued request to change, in which case Aire queues a replace message to the remote web service in question. One difficulty with both create and replace calls is that to complete local repair, the application needs a response to the HTTP requests in these calls. However, Aire cannot block local repair waiting for the response.

To resolve this tension, Aire tentatively returns a “time-out” response to the application’s request, which any application must already be prepared to deal with; this allows local repair to proceed. Once the remote web service processes the create or replace operation, it will send back a replace_response that replaces the time-out response with the actual response to the application’s request. At this point, Aire will perform another repair to fix up the response.

When re-execution skips a previously issued request altogether, Aire queues a delete message. Finally, if re-execution changes the response of a previously executed request, or computes the response for a newly created request, Aire queues a replace_response message.

Aire maintains an outgoing queue of repair messages for each remote web service. If multiple repair messages refer to the same request or the same response, Aire can collapse them, by keeping only the most recent repair message. Sometimes, Aire might be unable to send a repair message, either because the original request or response did not include the dependency-tracking HTTP headers identifying the web service to send the message to, or because the communication to the remote web service timed out; in either case, Aire notifies the application (as we discuss in §4). Aire also aggregates incoming repair messages in an incoming queue, and can apply the changes requested by multiple repair operations as part of a single local repair.

Consider the list \( L \) of all messages (requests and responses between services) that were affected by the attack, sorted by receive time. We will argue that Aire eventually repairs the recipients of all these messages (i.e., servers that ran affected requests or clients that received affected responses). For simplicity, assume that each service keeps a complete timeline of its state (e.g., a checkpoint at every point in time), and that each service handled a request or response instantaneously at the time it was received. As repair messages propagate between services, the state timeline of each service will be repaired up to increasingly more recent points in time, eventually reaching the present.

The first message in \( L \) must be the initial attack at time \( t_0 \). Local repair rolls back any state modified as a result of this message to before \( t_0 \), and possibly re-executes some operations on that service. Since inputs to the service up to and including \( t_0 \) are now attack-free, the state timeline of that service is now attack-free up to and including \( t_0 \). All other services are also attack-free up to and including \( t_0 \), since the attack did not propagate to any other services as of \( t_0 \).

Now we argue by induction on the times at which messages in \( L \) were received. Suppose that all state timelines are attack-free as of some \( t_i \), and the next message \( m \) in \( L \) is at \( t_{i+1} > t_i \). Consider the service \( s \) that sent \( m \) as a result of some execution \( e \). We know that \( m \) was sent at or before \( t_{i+1} \), that \( s \) received no attack-affected message between \( t_i \) and \( t_{i+1} \), and that the timeline of \( s \) is attack-free up to and including \( t_i \). This means that all inputs to \( e \) up to the point when it sent \( m \) are now attack-free. Thus, local repair on \( s \) will re-execute \( e \), produce the attack-free version of \( m \), and send a repair message for \( m \). Once the recipient of this repair message performs local repair, its timeline (and the timelines of all other services) will be attack-free up to and including \( t_{i+1} \). By induction, Aire will eventually repair all timelines to the present.

In addition to producing the goal state, we would like Aire to eventually stop sending repair messages. This is true as long as the local repair implementation is stable: that is, when processing a repair message for time \( t \), it produces repair messages only for requests or responses at times after \( t \) (i.e., does not change its mind about previous messages). Stable local repair ensures that repair messages progress forward in time starting from the attack, and eventually converge upon reaching the present time. Local repair is stable if re-execution is deterministic, which Aire achieves by recording and replaying sources of non-determinism as in Warp [7].

### 4 Repair access control

Access control is important because Aire’s repair itself must not enable new ways for adversaries to propagate from one compromised web service to another. For ex-
ample, a hypothetical design that allows any client with a valid request identifier to issue repair calls for that request is unsuitable, because an adversary that compromises a service storing many past request identifiers would be able to make arbitrary changes to those past requests, affecting many other services; this is something an attacker would not be able to do in the absence of Aire.

Aire requires that every repair API call be accompanied with credentials to authorize the repair operation. Aire delegates access control decisions to the application because principal types, format of credentials, and access control policies can be application-specific. For example, some applications may use cookies for authentication while others may include an access token as an additional HTTP header; and some applications may allow any user with a currently valid account to repair a past request issued by that user, while others may allow only users with special privileges to invoke repair. In the special case of replace_response messages, the repair message can be authenticated using the server’s X.509 certificate, as discussed in §3.1, although an application developer can require (and supply) other credentials if needed.

The interface between Aire and an Aire-enabled service is shown in Table 2. Services running Aire export an authorize function that Aire invokes when it receives a repair message; Aire passes to the function the type of repair operation (create, replace, delete, or replace_response), and the original and new versions of the request or response to repair (denoted by the original and repaired parameters). The authorize function’s return value indicates whether the repair should be allowed (using credentials from the repaired message); if the repair is not allowed, Aire returns an authorization error for the repair message.

To perform access control checks, the service may need to read old database state (e.g., to look up the principal that issued the original request). For this purpose, Aire provides the application read-only access to a snapshot of Aire’s versioned database at the time when the original request executed; the specific interface depends on how the application’s web framework provides database access (e.g., Django’s ORM). Once a repair operation is authorized, Aire re-executes the new request, if any. As part of request re-execution, the application can apply other authorization checks, in the same way that it does for any other request during normal operation.

If a repair message sent to a remote server returns an authorization error (e.g., because the credentials have expired) or times out, Aire notifies the application of the error by invoking the notify function (and continues to process other repairs in the meantime). Once the application obtains appropriate credentials for a failed repair operation, it can use the retry function to ask Aire to resend the repair message. In the OAuth example above, the client application could display the failed repair message to the user whose OAuth token was stale, and prompt the user for a fresh OAuth token or ask if the message should be dropped altogether.

5 Reasoning about partially repaired state

Aire’s asynchronous repair exposes the state of a service to its clients immediately after local repair is done, without waiting for repair to complete on other affected services. In principle, for a distributed system composed of arbitrary tightly coupled services, a partially repaired state can appear invalid to clients of the services. For example, if one of the services is a lock service, and during repair it grants a lock to a different application than it did during original execution, then in some partially repaired state both the applications could be holding the lock; this violates the service’s invariant that only one application can hold a lock at any time, and can confuse applications that observe this partially repaired state.

However, Aire is targeted at web services, which are loosely coupled, in part because they are under different administrative domains and cannot rely on each other to be always available. In practice, for such loosely coupled web service APIs, exposing partially repaired states does not violate their invariants. In the rest of this section, we first present a model to reason about partially repaired states, and then provide an example of how a developer can modify a service to handle partially repaired states if necessary.

5.1 Modeling repair as API invocations

Many web services and their clients are designed to deal with concurrent operations, and so web application developers already have to reason about concurrent updates. For example, Amazon S3, a popular web service offering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function and parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functions implemented by the web service and invoked by Aire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authorize (repair_type, original, repaired)</td>
<td>Checks if a repair message should be allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notify (msg_id, repair_type, original, repaired, error)</td>
<td>Notifies application of a problem with a remote repair message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions implemented by Aire and invoked by the web service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retry (msg_id, updated_repair_type, updated_message)</td>
<td>Resends a repair message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The interface between Aire and the web service.
A web service with many concurrent clients that offers only a simple PUT/GET interface can handle partially repaired states, because clients cannot make any assumptions about the state of the service in the face of concurrency. However, some web service APIs provide stronger invariants that require application changes to properly handle partial repair. For example, some web services provide a versioning API that guarantees an immutable history of versions (as we discuss in §7.3). Suppose client A from our earlier example in Figure 2 asked the server for a set of all versions of X, instead of a get on the latest version. At time t2, A would receive the set of versions \{a, b\}. If repair simply rolled back the state of X between t2 and t3, A would receive the set of versions \{a\} at time t3 with b removed from the set, a state that no concurrent writer could have produced using the versioning API. The rest of this section describes how a developer can modify an application to handle partially repaired states, using a versioning interface as an example.

Consider a web service API that provides a single, linear history of versions for an object. Once a client performs a put(x, b), the value b must appear in the history of values of x (until old versions are garbage-collected). If the put(x, b) was erroneous and needs to be deleted, what partially repaired state can the service expose? Removing b from the version history altogether would be inconsistent if the service does not provide any API to delete old versions, and might confuse clients that rely on past versions to be immutable. On the other hand, appending new versions to the history (i.e., writing a new fixed-up value) prevents Aire from repairing past responses. In particular, if a past request asked for a set of versions, Aire would have to send a new set of versions to that client (using replace_response) where the effects of b have been removed. However, if Aire extends that past version history by appending a new version that reverts b, this synthesized history would be inconsistent with the present history.

One way to handle partial repair with a versioning API is to extend the API to support branches, similar to the model used by git [6]. With an API that supports branches, when a past request needs to be repaired, Aire can create a new branch that contains a repaired set of changes, and move the “current” pointer to the new branch, while preserving the original branch. This allows the API to handle partially repaired states, and has the added benefit of a data storage interface, supports both a simple PUT/GET interface that provides last-writer-wins semantics in the face of concurrency, and an object versioning API that helps clients deal with concurrent writes.

Building on this observation, we propose a contract: any repair of a service should be indistinguishable from a hypothetical repair client performing normal API calls to the service, in the present time. Note that this is just a way of reasoning about what effects a repair can have; Aire’s repair algorithm does not actually construct such a sequence of API calls. If repair operations are equivalent to a concurrent client, then application developers can handle partially repaired states simply by reasoning about this additional concurrent client, rather than having to reason about all possible timelines in which concurrent repair operations are happening. In particular, applications that already handle arbitrary concurrent clients require no changes to properly handle partially repaired states.

This model fits many existing web services. For example, consider the scenario in Figure 2, illustrating operations on object X stored in Amazon S3. Initially, X had the value a. At time t1, an attacker writes the value b to X. At time t2, client A reads the value of X and gets back b. At time t3 the client reads the value of X again. In the absence of repair or any concurrent operations, A should receive the value b, but what should happen if, between t2 and t3, Amazon S3 determines the attacker’s write was unauthorized and deletes that request? If repair occurs between t2 and t3, the state of X will roll back to a, and two things will happen with A: first, it will receive a in response to its second request at t3, and second, at some later time it will receive a replace_response from S3 that provides the repaired response for the first get, also containing a. Client A observes partially repaired state during the time between when local repair on S3 completed (which is sometime between t2 and t3) and when A finally receives the replace_response message; A sees this state as valid (with its first get(x) returning b and its second get(x) returning a), because a hypothetical repair client could have issued a put(x, a) in the meantime.
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Figure 3: Repair of a single key in a versioned key-value store. Repair starts when the shaded operation put(x, b) from the original history, shown on the left, is deleted. This leads to the repaired history of operations shown on the right. The version history exposed by the API is shown in the middle, with two branches: the original chain of versions, shown with solid lines, and the repaired chain of versions, dotted. In each immutable version v:w, v is the version number and w is the value of the key. The mutable “current” pointer moves from one branch to another as part of repair.

of preserving the history of all operations that happened, including mistakes or attacks, instead of erasing them.

For example, consider a simple key-value store that maintains a history of all values for each key, as illustrated in Figure 3. In addition to put and get calls, the key-value store provides a versions(x) call that returns all previous versions of key x. During repair, request put(x, b) is deleted. An API with linear history does not allow clients to handle partial repair (as discussed above), but a branching API does. With branches, repair creates a new branch (shown in the right half of Figure 3), and re-applies legitimate changes to that branch, such as put(x, c). These changes will create new versions on the new branch, such as v5 mirroring the original v3 (the application must ensure that version numbers themselves are opaque identifiers, even though we use sequential numbers in the figure). At the end of local repair, Aire exposes the repaired state, with the “current” branch pointer moved to the repaired branch. This change is consistent with concurrent operations performed through the regular web service API.

For requests whose responses changed due to repair, Aire sends replace_response messages that contain the new responses: for a get request, the new response is the repaired value at the logical execution time of the request, and for a versions request, it contains only the versions created before the logical execution time of the request. In the example of Figure 3, the new response for get(x) is a (replacing b), while the new response for the versions(x) call is {v1, v2, v3, v5} (replacing {v1, v2, v3}), and does not contain v4 and v6.

6 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of Aire for the Django web application framework [2]. Aire leverages Django’s HTTP request layer and its object-relational mapper (ORM). The ORM abstracts data stored in an application’s database as Python classes (called “models”) and relations between them; an instance of a model is called a model object.

We modified the Django HTTP request processor and the Python httplib library functions to intercept incoming and outgoing HTTP requests, assign IDs to them, and record them in the repair log. To implement versioning of model objects, we modified the Django ORM to intercept the application’s reads and writes to model objects. On a write, Aire transparently creates a new version of the object, and on a read, it fetches the latest version during normal execution and the correct past version during local repair. Aire rolls back a model object to time t by deleting all versions after t. In addition to tracking dependencies between writes and reads to the same model, Aire also tracks dependencies between models (such as unique key and foreign key relationships) and uses them to propagate repair. We modified about 3,000 lines of code in Django to implement the Aire interceptors; the Aire repair controller was another 2,800 lines of Python code.

Repair for a versioned API. If a service implements versioning, it indicates this to Aire by making the model class for its immutable versions a subclass of Aire’s AppVersionedModel class. AppVersionedModel objects are not rolled back during repair, and Aire does not perform versioning for these objects. If other model objects store references to AppVersionedModel objects, Aire rolls those other objects back during repair.

7 Application case studies

This section answers the following questions:

- What kinds of attacks can Aire recover from?
- How much of the system is repaired if some services are offline or authorization fails at a service?
- How much effort is required to start using Aire in an existing application?

7.1 Intrusion recovery

As we do not know of any significant compromises that propagated through interconnected web services to dates, to evaluate the kinds of attacks that Aire can handle, we implemented four attack scenarios and attempted to recover from each attack using Aire. The rest of this subsection describes these scenarios and how Aire handled the attacks.
Askbot. A common pattern of integration between web services is to use OAuth or OpenID providers like Facebook, Google, or Yahoo, to authenticate users. If an attacker compromises the provider, she can spread an attack to services that depend on the provider. To demonstrate that Aire can recover from such attacks, we evaluated Aire using real web applications, with an attack that exploits a vulnerability similar to the ones recently discovered in Facebook [9, 10].

The system for the scenario consists of three large open-source Django web services: Askbot [1], which is an open-source question and answer forum similar to Stack Overflow and used by sites like the Fedora Project; Dpaste, a Django-based pastebin service, which allows posting and sharing of code snippets; and a Django-based OAuth service. These three services together comprise 183,000 lines of Python code, excluding blank lines and comments. Askbot maintains a significant amount of state, including questions and answers, tags, user profiles, ratings, and so on, which Aire must repair. We modified Askbot to integrate with Django OAuth and Dpaste, which did not do out-of-the-box; these modifications took 74 and 27 lines of Python code, respectively.

The attack scenario is shown in Figure 4. We configured Askbot to allow users to sign up using accounts from an external OAuth provider service that we set up for this purpose. A user’s signup in our Askbot setup is depicted by the requests 2-3 in Figure 4. As is typical in an OAuth handshake, Askbot redirects the user to the OAuth provider service. The user logs in to the OAuth service, and the OAuth service grants an OAuth token to Askbot if the user allows it to do so. To keep Figure 4 simple, only the first request in the OAuth handshake (request 2) is shown. Once Askbot gets an OAuth token for the user, it allows the user to register with an email address (request 3) that it verifies with the OAuth service using the user’s OAuth token (request 4). If the verification succeeds, Askbot creates a local account for the user and allows the user to post and view questions and answers.

In addition to OAuth integration, we also modified Askbot to integrate with Dpaste; if a user’s Askbot post contains a code snippet, Askbot posts this code to the Dpaste service for easy viewing and downloading by other users. Finally, the Askbot service also sends users a daily email summarizing that day’s activity. These loosely coupled dependencies between the services mimic the dependencies that real web services have on each other.

The attack we simulate in this scenario is based on a recent Facebook vulnerability [9]. To enable the attack, we added a debug configuration option in the OAuth service that always allows email verification to succeed (adding this option required modifying 13 lines of Python code in the OAuth service). This option is mistakenly turned on in production by the administrator by issuing request 1, thus exposing the vulnerability. The attacker exploits this vulnerability in the OAuth service to sign up with Askbot as a victim user (requests 2-4) and post a question with some code (request 5), thereby spreading the attack from the OAuth service to Askbot. Askbot automatically posts this code snippet to Dpaste (request 6), spreading the attack further. Later, a legitimate user views and downloads this code from Dpaste, and at an even later time, Askbot sends a daily email summary containing the attacker’s question, creating an external event that depends on the attack; both of these events are not shown in the figure. Before, after, and during the attack, other legitimate users continue to use the system, logging in, viewing and posting questions and answers, and downloading code from the Dpaste service. Some actions of these legitimate users, such as posting their own questions, are not dependent on the attack, while others, such as reading the attacker’s question, are dependent.

We used Aire to recover from the attack. The administrator starts repair by invoking a delete operation on request 1, which introduced the vulnerability. The delete is shown by the dotted arrow corresponding to 1 in Figure 4. This initiates local repair on the OAuth service, which deletes the misconfiguration, and invokes a replace_response operation on request 4 with an error value for the new response. The replace_response propagates repair to Askbot: as requests 3 and 5 depend on the response to request 4, local repair on Askbot re-executes them using the new error response, thereby undoing the attacker’s signup (request 3) and the attacker’s post (request 5). Local repair on Askbot also runs a compensating action for the daily summary email, which notifies the Askbot administrator of the new email contents without the attacker’s question; it re-executes all legiti-
mate user requests that depended on the attack requests; and finally it invokes a delete operation on Dpaste to cancel request \( \text{dir} \). Dpaste in turn performs local repair, resulting in the attacker’s code being deleted, and a notification being sent to the user who downloaded the code. This completes recovery, which removes all the effects of the attack and does not change past legitimate actions in the system that were not affected by the attack.

Lax permissions. A common source of security vulnerabilities comes from setting improper permissions. In a distributed setting, we consider a scenario where one service maintains an authoritative copy of an access control list, and periodically updates permissions on other services based on this list, similar to the example presented in §1 to motivate the need for Aire. If a mistake is made in the master list, it is important not only to propagate a remedy to other services, but also to undo any requests that took advantage of the mistake on those services.

Since Askbot did not natively support such a permission model, we implemented our own spreadsheet service for this scenario. The spreadsheet service has a simple scripting capability similar to Google Apps Script [12]. This allows a user to attach a script to a set of cells, which executes when values in cells change. We use scripting to implement a simple distribution mechanism for access control lists (ACLs). The setup is shown in Figure 5. The ACL directory is a spreadsheet service that stores the master copy of the ACL for the other two spreadsheet services. A script on the directory updates the ACLs on the other services when an ACL on the directory is modified.

The attack is as follows: an administrator mistakenly adds an attacker to the master copy of the ACL by issuing a request to update the ACL directory; the ACL script distributes the new ACL to spreadsheets A and B. Later, the attacker takes advantage of these extra privileges to corrupt some cells in both spreadsheets. All this happens while legitimate users are also using the services.

Once the administrator realizes his mistake, he initiates repair by invoking a delete operation on the ACL directory to cancel his update to the ACL. The ACL directory reverts the update, and invokes delete on the two requests made by its script to distribute the corrupt ACL to the two services. This causes local repair on each of the two services, which rolls back the corrupt ACL. All the requests since the corrupt ACL’s distribution are re-executed, as every request to the service checks the ACL. As the attacker is no longer in the ACL, her requests fail, whereas the requests of legitimate users succeed; Aire thereby cleans up the attacker’s corrupt updates while preserving the updates made by legitimate users.

Lax permissions on the configuration server. A more complex form of the above attack could take place if the ACL directory itself is misconfigured. For example, suppose the administrator does not make any mistakes in the ACLs in the directory, but instead accidentally makes the directory world-writable. This initiates local repair on the ACL directory, reverting its permissions to what they were before, and cancels the attacker’s request that updated the ACL. This triggers the rest of the repair as in the previous scenario, and fully undoes the attack.

Propagation of corrupt data. Another common pattern of integration between services is synchronization of data, such as notes and documents, between services. If an attack corrupts data on one service, it automatically spreads to the other services that synchronize with it.

To evaluate Aire’s repair for synchronized services, we reused the spreadsheet application and the setup from the previous scenarios, and added synchronization of a set of cells from spreadsheet service A to spreadsheet service B. A script on A updates the cells on B whenever the cells on A are modified. As before, the attack is enabled by the administrator mistakenly adding the attacker to the ACL. However, the attacker now corrupts a cell only in service A, and the script on A automatically propagates the corruption to B.

Repair is initiated, as before, with a delete operation on the ACL directory. In addition to the repair steps performed in the previous scenario, after service A completes its local repair, it invokes a delete operation on service B to cancel the synchronization script’s update of B’s cell. This reverts the updates made by the synchronization, thereby showing that Aire can track and repair attacks that spread via data synchronization as well.

7.2 Partial repair propagation

Repair might not propagate to all services if some services are offline during repair or a service rejects a repair
message as unauthorized. To evaluate Aire’s partial repair due to offline services, we re-ran the Askbot repair experiment with Dpaste offline during repair. Local repair runs on both the OAuth and Askbot services; the vulnerability in the OAuth service is fixed and the attacker’s post to Askbot is deleted. Clients interacting with the OAuth and Askbot services see the state with the attacker’s post deleted, which is a valid state, as this could have resulted due to a concurrent operation by another client. Most importantly, this partially repaired state immediately prevents any further attacks using that vulnerability, without having to wait for Dpaste to be online. Once Dpaste comes online, repair propagates to it and deletes the attacker’s post on it as well. When we re-ran the experiment and never brought Dpaste back online, Aire on Askbot timed out attempting to send the delete message to Dpaste, and notified the Askbot administrator, so that he could take remedial action.

We also ran the spreadsheet experiments with service B offline. In all cases, this results in local repair on service A, which repairs the corrupted cells on A, and prevents further unauthorized access to A. Once B comes online and the directory server or A or both propagate repair to it (depending on the specific scenario), B is repaired as well. Similar to the offline scenario in Askbot, clients accessing the services at any time find the services’ state to be valid; all repairs to the services are indistinguishable from concurrent updates.

Finally, we used the spreadsheet experiments to evaluate partial repair due to an authorization failure of a repair message. We use an OAuth-like scheme for spreadsheet services to authenticate each other—when a script in a spreadsheet service communicates with another service, it presents a token supplied by the user who created the script. The spreadsheet services implement an access control policy that allows repair of a past request only if the repair message has a valid token for the same user on whose behalf the request was originally issued.

We ran the spreadsheet experiments and initiated repair after the user tokens for service B have expired. This caused service B to reject any repair messages, and Aire effectively treats it as offline; this results in partially repaired state as in the offline experiment described before. On the next login of the user who created the script, the directory service or A (depending on the experiment) presents the user with the list of pending repair messages. If the user refreshes the token for service B, Aire propagates repair to B, repairing it as well.

The results of these three experiments demonstrate that Aire’s partial repair can repair the subset of services that are online, and propagate repair once offline services or appropriate credentials become available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Simple CRUD</th>
<th>Versioned</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon S3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Simple file storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Docs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Office applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Drive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>File hosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropbox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>File hosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Github</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Project hosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Social microblogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Photo sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesforce</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Web-based CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroku</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud apps platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Kinds of interfaces provided by popular web service APIs to their clients.

7.3 Porting applications to use Aire

Porting an application to use Aire involves changes both on the client and the server side of that application’s interface. This section explores the two in turn, demonstrating that Aire requires little changes to both client-side and server-side code to support repair.

Client-side porting effort. Clients of an Aire-enabled service must be prepared to deal with partially repaired states. To understand what would be involved for a client to handle such states, we examine the interfaces of 10 popular web services for operations that might expose inconsistencies as a result of partial repair. We found that the APIs fell into two categories, as shown in Table 3.

Every service offered a simple CRUD (create, read, update, delete) interface on the resource objects exported by the service. There is no concurrency control for the simple CRUD operations, and if multiple updates happen simultaneously, the last update wins. For such services, handling partial repair in a client boils down to assuming there is an additional repair client that can perform updates at any moment. In many situations, clients are already prepared to deal with concurrent updates from other clients, and thus would require little additional effort to support Aire.

Half of the services studied also provide a versioning API to deal with concurrent updates, typically exposing a linear history of immutable versions for each resource. These APIs allow clients to fetch a resource’s version list, to perform an update only if a resource is at the right version, and to restore a resource to a past version (which creates a new version with the contents of the past version). In this case, the interface would have to be changed to support branching, as discussed in §5.2 (for services that don’t already support it). The client would then be able to assume that existing versions on a branch are immutable, but that the current branch pointer could be switched by a concurrent repair client at any time.

Server-side porting effort. To evaluate the effort of adopting server-side application code to use Aire, we measure the lines of code we changed in the Askbot,
Dpaste, and Django OAuth applications to support Aire as described in §7.1. These three applications comprise 183,000 lines of code in total, excluding comments and blank lines. To run these applications with Aire, we added an authorize function to implement a repair access control policy. The policy allows repair of a past request only if the repair message is issued on behalf of the same user who issued the past request. Implementing the authorize function took 55 lines of Python code.

For the spreadsheet application, we used the same access control policy and authorize implementation. We also implemented support for user-initiated retry of repair, using the notify and retry interface, which we used in our partial repair experiments (§7.2). Adding this capability to the spreadsheet application required 26 lines of code (for comparison, the entire spreadsheet application is 925 lines of code).

To evaluate the difficulty of implementing an Aire-compatible service with a versioning API, we again used our spreadsheet example application. We first implemented a simple linear versioning scheme, where each version is just an incrementing counter. We then extended it to support version trees so that clients could handle Aire’s partial repair. This involved adding parent and timestamp fields to each version, and a pointer to the current version for each cell. This required modifying 44 lines of code.

8 Performance evaluation

To evaluate Aire’s performance, this section answers the following questions:

- What is the overhead of Aire during normal operation, in terms of CPU overhead and disk space?
- How long does repair take on each service, and for the entire system?

We performed experiments on a server with a 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7-860 processor and 8 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 12.10. As our prototype’s local repair is currently sequential, we used a single core with hyperthreading turned off to make it easier to reason about overhead.

8.1 Overhead during normal operation

To measure Aire’s overhead during normal operation, we ran Askbot with and without Aire under two workloads: a write-heavy workload that creates new Askbot questions as fast as it can, and a read-heavy workload that repeatedly queries for the list of all the questions. During both workloads, the server experienced 100% CPU load.

Table 4 shows the throughput of Askbot in these experiments, and the size of Aire’s logs. Aire incurs a CPU overhead of 19% and 30%, and a per-request storage overhead of 5.52 KB and 9.24 KB (or 8 GB and 12 GB per day) for the two workloads, respectively. One year of logs should fit in a 3 TB drive at this worst-case rate, allowing for recovery from attacks during that period.

8.2 Repair performance

To evaluate Aire’s repair performance, we used the Askbot attack scenario from §7.1. We constructed a workload with 100 legitimate users and one victim user. The attacker signs up as the victim and performs the attack; during this time, each legitimate user logs in, posts 5 questions, views the list of questions and logs out. Afterwards, we performed repair to recover from the attack.

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 5. The two requests repaired in the OAuth service are requests 1 and 4 in Figure 4, and the one request repaired in Dpaste is request 6. The repair messages sent by OAuth and Askbot are the replace_response for request 4 and the delete for request 6, respectively. Askbot does not send replace_response for requests 3 and 4, as the attacker browser’s requests do not include a Aire-Notifier-URL: header.

Local repair on Askbot re-executes only the requests affected by the attack (105 out of the 2196 total requests), which results in repair taking less than half the time taken for original execution. The attack affects so many requests because the attack question was posted at the beginning of the workload, so subsequent legitimate users’ requests to view the questions page depended on the attack request that posted the question. These requests are re-executed when the attacker’s request is canceled, and their repaired responses do not contain the attacker’s question. Aire on Askbot does not send replace_response messages for these requests as the user’s browsers did not include a Aire-Notifier-URL: header.

Repair takes longest on Askbot, and it is the last to finish local repair. In our unoptimized prototype, repair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Throughput No Aire</th>
<th>Throughput Aire</th>
<th>Log size per req. App.</th>
<th>Log size per req. DB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>21.58 req/s</td>
<td>17.58 req/s</td>
<td>5.52 KB</td>
<td>0.00 KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>23.26 req/s</td>
<td>16.20 req/s</td>
<td>8.87 KB</td>
<td>0.37 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Aire overheads for creating questions and reading a list of questions in Askbot. The left two columns show throughput without and with Aire. The right two columns show the per-request storage required for Aire’s logs (compressed) and the database checkpoints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Repaired requests</th>
<th>Repaired model ops</th>
<th>Repair messages sent</th>
<th>Local repair time</th>
<th>Normal exec. time</th>
<th>Askbot</th>
<th>OAuth</th>
<th>Dpaste</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105 / 2196</td>
<td>5444 / 88818</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.06 sec</td>
<td>177.58 sec</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7937</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Aire repair performance. The first two rows show the number of repaired requests and model operations out of the total number of requests and model operations, respectively.
for each request is \( \sim 10 \times \) slower than normal execution. This is because the repair controller and the replayed web service are in separate processes and communicate with each other for every Django model operation; optimizing the communication by co-locating them in the same process should improve repair performance.

9 Discussion and limitations

Aire recovers the integrity of a system after an attack by undoing unauthorized writes, but it cannot undo damage resulting from unauthorized reads, such as an attack that leaked confidential information. However, Aire could be extended to help an administrator identify leaks, so he can take remedial action—for example, if the administrator marked confidential data for Aire, Aire could notify him of reads that returned confidential data only during original execution but not during repair.

Aire’s repair log and database of versioned Django model objects grow in size over time, and eventually garbage collection of old versions becomes necessary. When the administrator of a service determines that logs prior to a particular date are no longer needed, Aire performs garbage collection by deleting repair logs and versions of database rows before that date. Once garbage collection is done, Aire cannot repair requests to the service prior to that date; if a client issues a repair operation on a request whose logs were garbage collected, Aire treats the service as permanently unavailable and notifies the client’s administrator.

Our current prototype does not support simultaneous normal execution and repair. When repair is invoked on a service, Aire stops normal operation, switches the service into repair mode, completes local repair, and switches it back to normal operation. Our implementation could be extended to support simultaneous normal execution and repair similar to Warp’s repair generations [7].

10 Related work

The two closest pieces of work to Aire are the Warp [7] and Dare [16] intrusion recovery systems. Warp focuses on recovery in a single web service and is the inspiration for Aire’s local recovery. Aire additionally tracks attacks that spread across services and recovers from them, and defines a model for reasoning about partially repaired state. Dare performs intrusion recovery on a cluster of machines. However, Dare’s repair is synchronous and assumes that all machines are in the same administrative domain; both of these design decisions are incompatible with web services, unlike Aire’s asynchronous repair.

Some web services, like Google Docs and Dropbox, already allow a user to roll back their files and documents to a previous version. Aire provides a more powerful recovery mechanism that tracks the spread of an attack across services and undoes all effects of the attack while preserving subsequent legitimate changes.

After a compromise, Polygraph [19] recovers the non-corrupted state in a weakly consistent replication system by rolling back corrupted state. However, unlike Aire, it does not attempt to preserve the effects of legitimate actions, which can lead to significant data loss.

Heat-ray [8] considers the problem of attackers propagating between machines within a single administrative domain, and suggests ways to reduce trust between machines. On the other hand, Aire is focused on attackers spreading across web services that do not have a single administrator, and allows recovery from intrusions. Techniques such as Heat-ray’s could be helpful in understanding and limiting the ability of an adversary to spread from one service to another.

Akkus and Goel’s system [5] uses taint tracking to analyze dependencies between HTTP requests and database elements, and uses administrator guidance to recover from data corruption. However, unlike Aire, it can recover only from accidental corruption and not attacks, and it cannot handle attacks that spread across services.

The user-guided recovery system of Simmonds et al. [21] recovers from violations of application-level invariants in a web service and uses compensating actions and user input to resolve these violations. However, it cannot recover from attacks or accidental data corruption.

Past work on distributed debugging [4] intercepts executions of unmodified applications and tracks dependencies for performance debugging, whereas Aire tracks dependencies for recovery.

11 Conclusion

This paper presented Aire, an intrusion recovery system for interconnected web services. Aire introduced three key techniques for distributed repair: (1) a repair protocol to propagate repair across services that span administrative domains, (2) an asynchronous approach to repair that allows each service to perform repair at its own pace without waiting for other services, and (3) a contract that helps developers reason about states resulting from asynchronous repair. We built a prototype of Aire for Django and demonstrated that porting existing applications to Aire requires little effort, that Aire can recover from four realistic attack scenarios, and that Aire’s repair model is supported by typical web service APIs.
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